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Empower Teachers for Creativity By Motivation,  

and Positive Environment 

Abdullah Abdulaziz Alghamdi
 )*(  

Abstract 

The study aims is to Empower Teachers for Creativity, Motivation, 

and Positive Environment by giving them more freedom in what and how 

they teach and more freedom in choosing the best curriculum and ways of 

teaching their children according to students’ challenges and abilities. 

Empowering Teachers will solve most of education’s challenges. For 

example, the most important challenge and main goal is to make all 

students good citizens and empowered teachers can do that because they 

are more flexible with all students. They can create good materials, lesson 

plans, and activities that can help students grow according to their abilities 

and needs. Empowering teachers is the way to empower students. 

Empowering teachers will make them responsible for their students’ 

growth and solving their tasks. MOE will be able to see what education 

needs to improve because they will hear it from the teachers themselves. 

Empowering teachers will improve and develop curricula and methods of 

education and assessments; securing good, fair, and comprehensive 

education for all; improving recruitment, rehabilitation and development 

of teachers; improving of students’ values and skills; improving 

educational environment, stimulating innovation and creativity; 

strengthening ability of education systems, and training to fulfill 

development requirements and labor market needs.  

Keywords: Creativity- Motivation- Positive Environment. 

                                           
(*) Building Leadership Through Immersion - Saint Louis University. 
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  عبدالله عبدالعزيز

  ملخــــــــــص

تهدد ا در سد ددى ترددن تلمددمي درل الددمي وددي ديزدد دب ئدرالإيمددي ئدر ملاددى دي   ز ددى وددي  دد   
د وددي درلإفددى اددك د ا د س  ا دد  درلحدد     د ودي درلإفدددى اددك ود عد ئن ددز   الدن  ئويددد م ودحلإه  ويددد م
دد  رالإدد   د درهدد ي ئيدد سدته ل عددين  تلمددمي درل الددمي ترددن  دد  و  دد   ئطددفت ت ادد    طيدد ره  ئاحم

  ل عان   م  درلث  ، عالث  درالإ   دلأكثف   ل ى ئدره ا درفئ سك اك ج   جل ع تلإ   د درا ا
دره ي وندطحمي ص رلإمي ئدلمي رال س مي درلالمحمي درق د   زدكرلأ لأمهد   كثدف وفئمدى ودع جل دع 
دره يل  لمحه  تمش ء وندن جم ة ئ هط در سئس ئدلأمشهى دراك  لمي    تس ع  دره ي عادن 

ددد  رحددد س  دته  ئد ا  جددد ته ل ت  تلمدددمي درل الدددمي  دددن درسددد م  رالمدددمي درهددد يل ت  تلمدددمي درحلدددن ئاحم
درل الددمي  دد   اه  وسدديئرمي عددي ملددن ط زهدد  ئ دد  وهدد وه ل  ددنا توددن  ئمدسة دراف  ددى ئدرا ادد   
ي نسة عان سؤدى درا ا   درك   لإا ج ترن تلإسمي لأمه   نا  سال ن  تر ه وي درل المي  ميسه ل 

الددمي ترددن تلإسددمي ئتهددندف درلحدد    ئطددفت درا ادد   ئدراحمدد  د تدد ومي ت ادد   جمدد   ددمين  تلمددمي درل 
د تلإسددددمي ادددد   درهدددد ي ئعدددد ن  ئ دددد و  را ل ددددعد تلإسددددمي تنر ددددز ئت  مدددد  ئتهددددندف درل الددددمي

د تلإسمي در ملاى درا ا ل ى ئتلإيمي دلازاو س ئديزد دبل ت يددي يد سة  م لدى درا اد   ئدراد سد  ئوه سدته 
 احل ى ئد ا  ج د  نت در ل لعان تا  ى واهاب د در

 لدر ملاى دي   ز ى –تلإيمي درل المي  –دلاز دب رال المي  :الكلمات المفتاحية
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Introduction 

When you send a group of soldiers, you make sure to train all of 

them very well about the weapons and tools you provided them with to 

make sure they succeed in their mission. Not only this, you keep in touch 

with them all the time to see what kind of support, tools, or help they 

need. The real soldiers of Ministry of Education (MOE) are teachers. But 

do Saudi Teachers get the right training, tools, and support they need to 

succeed in their mission?  

Education nowadays faces new challenges everyday which task 

schools and teachers in particular to deal with each challenge with a 

correct response. From my visits to many schools in United States, I have 

noticed the power everyone in the school has, especially the teachers. In 

addition, they have a freedom in their classes and it seems that everyone is 

working to support the teachers in their mission from superintendent in 

the district to the smallest worker in the school. If Ministry Of Education 

(MOE) empowers teachers and gives them the autonomy and 

responsibility in their classes, most of the educational challenges will be 

solved. In addition, teachers will be more creative, passionate, and have 

strong positive responsibility feeling to their job as a teacher. 

Problem 

Students in western Saudi Arabia are not like students in the 

eastern part. There are regional differences between students in the 

northern, southern, and central parts of the country; all of them vary and 

have different challenges. Teachers get everything from MOE including 

curricula and ways of teaching with a lot of strict rules which is not bad 
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for new teachers, but unfortunately, it kills the motivation, creativity, and 

gives negative feelings to experienced teachers. In addition, the MOE 

rules may solve so many problems in the central region, but it is not 

doing so well in western region or anywhere else.  

Moreover, teachers feel they are not engaged at all. They just know 

the curricula in the beginning of the year, the new plans, and the ways of 

teaching. Doing this makes teachers confused and they need time to adapt 

to the new curricula and new ideas MOE added to teacher’s duty. What if 

MOE made the teacher more engaged one year before applying the new 

curricula in action? They could have meetings with them, training and 

explaining, getting feedback before just doing any action. Making 

teachers informed about anything related to teaching will improve teacher 

engagement in the process of education and make these new things as if it 

were their choice. Engagement is in part empowering teachers to help in 

the process of teaching and learning. For that reason, MOE should 

empower teachers by giving them more freedom in what and how they 

teach and more freedom in choosing the best curriculum and ways of 

teaching their children according to students’ challenges and abilities.  

At the same time, MOE should encourage teachers to improve 

their skills by themselves with training and looking for higher education 

while they teach. “The best teachers are the best learners” (Kellahan, 

2018, retrieved from: reviled  

https://www.smh.com.au/business/workplace/the-best-teachers-are-the-

best-learners-20180901-p5014u.html). 

Empowering teachers is not an easy mission, but we can start step 

by step to reach that goal. First, teachers should have a union in every 

https://www.smh.com.au/business/workplace/the-best-teachers-are-the-best-learners-20180901-p5014u.html
https://www.smh.com.au/business/workplace/the-best-teachers-are-the-best-learners-20180901-p5014u.html
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district that can speak for them and solve their problems. This union’s 

mission is to improve learning and teaching environments according to 

the teacher’s perspective. Second, many teachers complain about not 

having rights. In response to that, MOE should take this seriously and 

solve this directly because taking someone’s rights kills all kind of 

motivation and creativity and causes negative feeling about teaching.  

Empowering Teachers will solve most of education’s challenges. 

For example, the most important challenge and main goal is to make all 

students good citizens and empowered teachers can do that because they 

are more flexible with all students. They can create good materials, lesson 

plans, and activities that can help students grow according to their abilities 

and needs. Empowering teachers is the way to empower students. 

Description of initiative 

Empowered teachers need steps and time to reach their most 

powerful teaching so MOE could be able to rely on them. In the meantime, 

with each step, MOE will notice the growth of motivation among teachers 

and improvements in the environments of education in general. 

My capstone is empowering teachers because if we do that we will 

empower students at the same time. The list for empowering teachers is 

endless, but I will mention here the most common things I saw in 

schools in the US:  

 Giving a trusted voice for teachers 

Teachers need to have regular meetings to discuss their challenges 

in the teaching and learning process. Also, to share their ways of 

teaching and what is working best for them and share positive feelings 
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between them. They need a voice between them and MOE for their 

needs as teachers and the needs for their students. A trusted voice is 

needed to be accepted by teachers and MOE. The voice for teachers will 

empower teachers and give them a positive feeling about their job, 

especially when they feel their voice has been heard. 

 Motivating teachers to get higher education. 

Training or having a higher degree such as Master’s or Ph.D is very 

hard especially when someone already has a job and a family. 

Encouraging teachers to get a higher degree will help them improve their 

knowledge and skills in teaching and learning, which will help the 

students in the end. Nowadays, MOE gives a small number of teachers a 

scholarship to complete their studies which is a very hard process and it is 

difficult to get this chance. In contrast, teachers who complete their 

studies by their own efforts is not accepted or recognized by MOE which 

leads to negative feelings about justice and improving themselves. On the 

other hand, teachers in US are encouraged to get their higher degree by 

being more flexible in their schedule and giving them a higher salary for 

the degree. The process is very easy in the US, teachers need only to bring 

a higher certificate in education, and they will be promoted directly. 

 Motivating teachers to train themselves. 

Teachers need to train themselves every year to improve their 

skills, and it is very important that this training is according to their 

needs. Challenges becomes more difficult day after day and teachers 

should learn and train themselves according to these challenges and what 

else they need to learn to meet the needs of students. Unfortunately, 
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MOE only accepts the training programs given by them which are given 

in a particular place, time, and limited number of participants. Most 

teachers could not attend these training programs because of time, place, 

or it is full. If they find a time to attend, it might not be for their 

particular needs. I believe MOE should encourage teachers to improve 

themselves according to their needs anytime and anywhere. MOE should 

motivate and appreciate self training more than what comes from MOE. 

 Engaging teachers in all aspects of teaching and learning. 

If the teachers are not engaged or a part of choosing curricula, 

ways of teaching or any part related to teaching and learning, it can 

eliminate the motivation even if MOE gave them the best curricula or 

ways of teaching. Empowering teacher is defined as “investing teachers 

with the right to participate in the determination of school goals and 

policies and to exercise professional judgment about what and how to 

teach” (Bolin, 1989; p.82). Teachers should believe in all materials they 

use in their class. In some districts in the US, the teachers of one subject 

have several meeting to see what curricula work for them and their 

students’ needs and at the same time reach the State standards. When 

they do this, teachers are doing their best because they feel they chose it 

and need their choice to succeed. Teachers are the living tools that can 

make learning the most beneficial and enjoyable thing for the students or 

make it the opposite. MOE should create opportunities to have teachers 

more engaged and responsible for their choice. 
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 Choosing their tools of teaching 

Teaching aids and technology is very important to help the 

teachers make the process of teaching and learning more fun and 

professional. MOE should support teachers with all their needs. 

 Having their own place for teaching and learning 

Teachers need their space of teaching to prepare for their classes. 

This will give the teachers a way to be creative and belong to the school. 

It will refresh the students when they move from class to class. Students 

who are growing need to be able to stretch their bodies and allow more 

oxygen and blood to flow to their brains so they can focus on learning. 

Moving from class to class will allow students the opportunity to get 

oxygen and blood flowing between class times.  

These are some of the things MOE should start doing to empower 

teachers and have a good education system. The most important step is 

to listen to teachers and make them see MOE heard their voices. 

Evidence/Connections to BLICTSI Program Outcomes 

 Academic and Instructional Leadership 

In relation to academic and instructional leadership, my initiative 

addresses all program outcome for this section. Encouraging teachers to 

get higher education and self training will give the teachers the chance to: 

(1.1) Develop strong reading, writing, listening and speaking skills in 

English (at least a C1 score on the Common European Framework of 

Reference or its TOEFL or IELTS equivalent); (1.2) Develop strong 

knowledge of the approaches and methodologies related to language 

acquisition; (1.3) Use effective English language teaching strategies; (1.4) 
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Use assessment strategies that are aligned with the instructional strategies 

and the outcomes of the curriculum; (1.5) Create equitable learning 

environments that promote learning for all, including for students with 

special needs; (1.6) Build strong effective relationships with students (and 

stakeholders) to promote learning; (1.7) Develop deep understanding of 

the social and cultural context underlying English language use.  

From emergent schools, teachers are required to get several hours 

of training programs every year by their choice. In addition, they have 

two paid days in a year to be able to attend full two days of training 

programs of their choice. Moreover, principals will suggest more 

training programs for teachers who may need more training programs. 

With all of these training programs, teachers are encouraged to get a 

higher degree in field of education. All of these programs are created to 

improve teachers’ skills in all aspects of teaching and learning processes 

which will be a great chance to reach all of their outcomes.  

 Classroom Management and Technical Leadership 

In relation to classroom management and technical leadership, my 

initiative addresses all program outcome for this section. When teachers 

able to share their experiences and at the same time ask for help for their 

need, they will be able to: (2.1) Manage the classroom effectively; (2.2) 

Appropriate technology effectively to support teaching and learning, 

professional development and communication with parents. 

The mission of American Federation of Teachers (AFT) is “"The 

American Federation of Teachers is a union of professionals that 

champions fairness; democracy; economic opportunity; and high-quality 

public education, health care, and public services for our students, their 
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families, and our communities. We are committed to advancing these 

principles through community engagement, organizing, collective 

bargaining, and political activism, and especially through the work our 

members do" (Sawchuk, 2012, retrieved from: 

http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/teacherbeat/2012/07/aft_approves_new_

mission_state.html). From this statements, when teachers create a similar 

organization or regular meeting, they will reach these outcomes.  

 Change Leadership 

In relation to change leadership, my initiative addresses all 

program outcomes for this section. Empowering teachers and giving 

them the opportunity and trust to be creative and face the challenges by 

themselves will (3.1) Lead transformation of practice school-wide. In the 

same time, when teachers have regular meeting according to their majer 

they will be able to (3.2) Lead cultural transformations in their schools 

with particular focus on transforming professional collaborations among 

their peers through professional learning communities. Teachers should 

be given the chance and trust to create a environment at their schools and 

community. By doing these thing, MOE will generate immense leaders 

among teachers, students, and community. 

Action Plan 

MOE is looking for improving the educational system to be one of 

the best system in the world. To do that, MOE should create powerful 

autonomy for teachers with powerful tools to be able to reach all the 

goals and objectives. According to Huanhuan & Chi (2017) “an 

autonomy supportive teacher nurtures and increases students’ inner 

http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/teacherbeat/2012/07/aft_approves_new_mission_state.html
http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/teacherbeat/2012/07/aft_approves_new_mission_state.html
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endorsement in classroom activity. It’s also found that students show a 

strong, immediate, and positive engagement effect when teachers enact 

autonomy-supportive instructional behaviors” (p. 1022). Creating 

powerful autonomy among teachers will create powerful autonomy 

among learners. When teachers are empowered, it will affect teachers’ 

motivations, job satisfaction, and stress. The findings of a research study 

indicate a significant relationship between empowering teachers and 

teacher motivation. The more principals participate in empowering 

behaviors, the greater the impact teachers feel they are able to make by 

fulfilling work-related tasks, and the more likely they are to see they 

have choices in selecting actions that will lead toward positive outcomes 

(Joan & Sandra, 2000). 

Empowering teachers will improve and develop curricula and 

methods of education and assessments; securing good, fair, and 

comprehensive education for all; improving recruitment, rehabilitation 

and development of teachers; improving of students’ values and skills; 

improving educational environment, stimulating innovation and 

creativity; strengthening ability of education systems, and training to 

fulfill development requirements and labour market needs (General 

Objectives of Education, 2020). 

Capstone Initiative Action Plan 

BLCTSI Candidate: Abdullah 

Alghamdi 

Project Title: Empower Teachers for 

Creativity, Motivation and Positive 

Environment 

Vision: First step of 

empowering teachers is giving 

them a voice then listen to them. 

Why? Because teachers are the best who 

know what is important for teaching and 

learning 
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Target 

/Goal 
Action Plan Steps 

Person(s) 

Responsible 
Timeline 

BLCTSI 

Program 

Outcomes 

1- Getting 
Teachers 
Union 
approved 

1- Create a whole 
explanation about 
the main rules and 
job of the union. 

2- Convince Teachers’ 
Supervisors about 
the importance of 
establishing this 
Union by meeting 
them individually. 

3- Convince the 
leaders in the 
Districts about the 
importance of 
establishing this 
Union by meeting 
them individually. 

4- Convince the 
Leaders of the 
Ministry of 
Education (MOE) 
about the 
importance of 
establishing this 
Union by sending 
emails to them to 
explain the benefits 
and get supports for 
the idea. 

5- getting the approval 

1- Teachers’ 
Supervisors. 

2- the leaders 
in the Districts. 

3- the Leaders 
of MOE. 

Six 
months. 

 

2- Establishi
ng one 
main 
office for 
teacher’s 
union for 
all 
districts 
around 
the 
kingdom 
at Riyadh. 

The main purpose is 
listening to teachers’ 
needs and challenges 
through their union 
around the kingdom. 

Leaders At 
MOE 

One 
month 
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Target 

/Goal 
Action Plan Steps 

Person(s) 

Responsible 
Timeline 

BLCTSI 

Program 

Outcomes 

3- Establishi
ng 
English 
teachers’ 
union in 
Al-Baha 
city. 

1- Contact all the 
English Language 
Teachers and 
Convince them 
about the 
importance of 
establishing and 
joining this Union 
by visiting them at 
schools and sending 
emails. 

2- convince at least 
one leader of MOE 
and district to 
attend the first 
meeting with as 
many English 
teachers as 
possible. 

3- the agenda should 
be clear 

4- give the teachers a 
clear idea about 
what they expect 
the union will add 
for them and what 
it will not add. 

5- listen to the 
teachers and make 
them sure the union 
is their real voice 
for each of them 
and their voice is 
respected and 
respected. 

All English 
Teachers at al-

Baha. 

One 
month 

 

4- Establishi
ng 
English 
teachers’ 
union in 
all 
districts 

1- Contact all the 
English Language 
Teachers and 
Convince them 
about the importance 
of establishing this 
Union by visiting 

All English 
teachers 

Three 
months. 
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Target 

/Goal 
Action Plan Steps 

Person(s) 

Responsible 
Timeline 

BLCTSI 

Program 

Outcomes 

around 
the 
kingdom 

them at schools and 
sending emails. 

2- convince at least one 
leader of MOE and 
district to attend the 
first meeting with as 
many English 
teachers as possible. 

3- the agenda should 
be so clear 

4- give the teachers a 
clear idea about 
what they expect the 
union will add for 
them and what is not 

5- listen to the teachers 
and make them sure 
the union is their 
real voice for each 
of them and their 
voice is respected 
and respected. 

5- Establishi
ng 
teachers’ 
union for 
all 
teachers 
in each 
district 
around 
the 
kingdom 

1- Elect one leaders for 
each course subjects. 

2- Have regular 
meeting, at least 
four regular 
meeting in a year. 

All teachers 
Three 

months. 
 

6- Evolution 

1- Evaluate and get 
feedback from 
teachers regularly 
throughout the year. 

Everyone 

Teachers, 
parents, 
children, 

community, 
ect.. 
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Conclusion 

Many Saudi teachers have a feeling of injustice which leads to 

negative feeling about their job. They are not encourage to get any training 

program or get higher education without MOE permission. In addition, they 

have to teach a full textbook even if it is not suitable for their students level 

or needs. For all of that, it is time MOE trusts the teachers and give them a 

chance to be leaders by empowering them with everythings they need for 

teaching to help teachers to enhance learning of students. Empowering 

teachers will make them responsible for their students’ growth and solving 

their tasks. MOE will be able to see what education needs to improve 

because they will hear it from the teachers themselves. 
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